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It is indeed an honour to be invited to speak to
you on the final evening of this conference, for few sub-
jects are as significant to the xelfare, present and future ,
of our nation as conservation .

First of all, I wish to congratulate the executives
of the f ive sponsoring organizations for their initiative
in calling this conference . You have done a great service
to your fellow citizens . I should also like to congratulate
all of you from all the organizations represented here for
the active interest in conservation indicated_by your t
presence in Ottawa this week . -

The last meeting of a similarkind took plac e
here in 1906 under the sponsorship of the Canadian Forestry
Association . It was addressed by the Governor-General ,
the Rt . Hon. Earl Grey, the Prime Minister, Sir Wilfrid
Laurier who was President of the Association at that time,
and the Leader of the Opposition, Mr . Robert L . Borden .

Sir Wilfrid and his associates in the Canadian
Forestry Association called the last conference on con-
servation nearly half a century ago to draw the attention
of the Canadian public to the need for a sensible exploita-
tion of our renewable natural .resources . In his speech
of welcome, he 'drew attention particularly to the need for
adequate fire protection and for reforestation . After
suggesting that one way to ensure sufficient trees in the
future was to scatter seeds on the newly-out areas, he
continued :-

^It i9 a natural thought that we shall not liv e
to see this young generation of trees at their full growth ;
but, as has been stated a moment ago by His Excellency the
Governor .,General, we must not think alone of ourselves, we
must think of the prosperity of Canada in the days when all
of us shall be sleeping in our graves* .

It is fitting that we should tonight pay tribute
to those far-sighted Canadians who were thinking of our
welfare and of the welfare of those who will come after
us . Let us resolve to follow the fine example of citizen-
ship and patriotism set by them .
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The concept of conservation today extends far
beyond the discussion of forests that occupied the last
conference to which I have referred . When we think of
conservation nowadays, we include the conservation of the
soil, of the fisheries, of the water .s4pply, of electrical
power and even of wild life .

And for very good reasons . Canadian forests
supply over 80 per cent of the total free world's export of
newsprint, and 29 per cent of its lumber . Canada is the
second exporter of wheat and live cattle, and an important
exporter of other cereal and animal products w4igh depend
upon the productivity of the soil .

. With a population'of less than 1 per cent, of the
world total, Canada has more than 10 per cent of the world's
development hydro-electric power, and three quarlers of our
water power potential remains to be developed .

Thousands of acres have been reclaimed and restored
to produotivity in Western Canada by the intelligent use
of water resources .

Canada's fisheries, both coastal and inland, have
made her,the free world's fifth largest producer of fish
and the leading exporter of this important food . The
fisheries were our very first industry and they remain of
great importance to our national economy .

You will understand from these few and well-known
facts why the Government of Canada has played an active
role in the field of conservation . In doing so, we have
applied within our constitutional powers, the principle
which I think should be the basis of any conservation
policy . That is the principle that our renewable resources
should not be depleted at a rate faster than they can be
replenished by natural processes aided by human effort . . As
far as the federal Government is concerned, exceptions to
this principle have only been made in times of grave-
emergency when the very existence of our society was at
stake, or when changing times make it most unlikely that
future generations will depend as largely as we 4o on certain
resources .

The principle of conservation is such a qimple and
reasonable one, that people are inclined to take it for
granted . But it cannot be taken for granted . It must be
pursued constantly and with vigour . A heavy price will be
paid by later generations for the lack of a propqr
consciousness of the need for conservation by thQir fore-
bearers .

A heavy price is being paid now in many parts of
the world because men did not adhere to sound principles
of conservation . There are many reasons why proud
civilizations of the past have declined and why areas once
prosperous are now poverty-stricken . If you seeroh-their
history well you will find that failure to prevent depletion
of renewable resources played a major role in the proces s
of disintegration .

One of the principal problems in Asia today is
that of increasing the productivity of areas whoee land
and forests and other resources have been depleted to
excess . I might say that our contributions to the Colombo
Plan are to a large extent directed toward helping in a
small way to correct that situation .
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The- purpose of one of the irrigation projects
which Canada4e aesi-stance le .king possible in Pakistan
ie t© restore the productivity of $n area which has been
compl-etely barren of any harvest for centuries . A number
of Canadians are working on that project, which on com-
pletion will reclaim a huge triangular area of 93,000
acres for agricultural purposes and will produce 150,000
kilowatts of electrical energy per year as well o

I refer to the large dam at Peehawaro This project
is a splendid eaample of the taost modern methods and
achievements of Western teehnology being applibd by the
Asian peoples with our assistance,- This seems o nie a-very
hopeful sign for future relations between the East and the
West,-and another proof of our desire to do what we can,
without eaerting any form of influence upon them, to hèlp
our friends there to improve their standard of living .

While I am speaking of Pakistan, I should also
like to mention another project recently completed under
-the terms of the Colombo -Plano I refer to the aeri .al
survey carried out in that aountry with Canadian funds and
Canadian personnel to determine the resonrces of this
fellow member of the Commonwealth, . This survey will serve
as a basfs on which .our friends can establish a sound policy
for the most efficient exploitation of their natural
resources ;

These projects and others like them are eaamples
not only of our feeling of friendship for the oountrie s
of Asia, and our understanding of their problems, but
also of our realization of the importance of intelligent
use of the worldos natural resources in the imterests of
peace and prosperity in the world o

India also is hard at work in a gigantic effort
to make the resources of that country meet the needs of
its huge population under the leadership of Mr . Nehru, the
Prime Ministero Of course, the problems of production
in India are very different from those with which we are
faced in Canada, In a model farming village near-New -Delhi,
which Mra Ste Laurent visited, practically all the wor k
is done by hando About the only contribution of Western
technology consists of the iron hoes being used by those
working in the fields, And yet, even this simple tool has
brought excellent results in enabling the inhabitants to
meet their needs from the natural .resourees at their
disposal o

'The Indians have set themselves a massive task
in carrying out a programme which will enable them to
restore the productivity of their soil .and to use their
natural resources to maximum efficienoy ; . I cannot help
but think how f ortunate we are in Qanada to have such an
abundance of uneapended natural resources . Surely that
good fortune carries with it a great responsibility t o
see that they are used intelligently, not only for our own
benefit, but in the best interest of mankind as a whole .

You are all aware, I am sure, that here in Canada ,
the British North America Act grants to the various
provincial governments jurisdiction over land, forest,
mineral and water power resources eacept on those lands
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which are owned by the federal Gov ernment , s uch as
our National Parkso The municipal-authorities also have
a share of the responsibility, However, the magnitude
of the problems and the importance to all Canadians of
the intelligent use of our natural resources have .made it
necessary for the federal Government to take an active
interest .in conservation as well . Without wishing to -
invade the jurisdiction of the provinces, we have in the
past few years taken several steps to assist them in this
task .

I begin with the Prairie Farm Rehabilitation Act,
passed in 1935, and the Marshland Rehabilitation Act,
passed in 1948 . Through the F.F .R .A . over_: $77,000,000
have been spent to carry out land utilization and water
conservation programmes in Western Canada . The object of
this legislation is to convert submarginal lands to
pasture, and to assist owners or occupiers of land in these
areas in establishin themselves in less arid sections of
the country, Over lg million acres-of land have been ,
converted into 59 P .F .R .A . community pastures to date and
are serving to feed 90,000 head of cattle and 37,000 head
of horsesn In addition 30,000 dugouts, 6,000 stock-
watering dame and over 27,000 irrigation projects have been
completed . The largest of the irrigation projects have
been completed, these being the projects connected with the
St . Mary and Bow Rivers in southern Alberta .

These completed projects have already justified
themselves in economic terms . But their full-value will
not be apparent until, as we know from experience will
happen, there is a recurrence of dry years on the Prairies .

Under the Marshland Rehabilitation Act which, in
contrast with the PaFoR,Ao, deals with the problem of
an excess rather than a shortage of water, 119 areas,
comprising 16,155 acres had been reclaimed by March 1953 9
and over 53,000 acres have been protected from the sea in
the Maritime Provinces .

In order to establish a basis for soil conservation
measures, soil surveys have been undertaken in Canada as
Joint projects of the federal and provincial department s
of agriculture and the agricultural colleges . . Under the soil
survey programme which calls for a,systematic study of all
present and potential farming areas 190 million acres have
been mapped thus far . More detailea surveys have been
conducted where they were required to meet special needs .
It is on the basis of these surveys that the P,F .R .A

.-projects, and a good many others, have been undertaken .
Most of the projects are carried out by agreements between
the federal Government and the other authorities most direotly
ooncerned .

The federal Government ha s also played an important
part in developing and improving farm methods and
techniques in order to assist the f armer in obtaining
maximum benefit f rom his land . In addition to the Central
Experimental Farm here in Ottawa, there are farms and
stations or sub-stations in every province operated by the
federal Government for this purposeo The results of
research have been particularly useful in preventing erosiono
The soil research laboratory at Swift Current, for example,
has developed much of the basic knowledge on which current
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control practice depends . I might mention in this
connection that the two nurseries operated in the
Prairies have distributed about 250 million trees to b e
used in constructing wind breaks .

The federal Governmen~ is actively interested in
every phase of soil conservation, We are doing our best,
independently and in co-ope~ation with the provincial
governments, to ensure that our available land . is e=ploited
in acoordance with sound conservation principles ,

The Eastern Rocky Mountain Forest Conservation Act
of 1947 is a splendid e=ample of f ederal-provincial co-
operation in this field . The Board set up under this
legislation by an agreement between the Government of
Alberta and the f ederal Government has jurisdiction over
more than 8,600 square miles along the upper portions of
the south Saskatchewan River and its tributaries, Its
purpose is to achieve and maintain the most desirable con-
ditions for watershed management in that area, by reducing
flood water in the spring and maintaining a greater flow
during the summer .. In this way the farmers in this area
are protected to some eztent from the disastrous effects
of an eacess or a deficiency of water . .

- The Canadian Forestry Act of 1949 authorizes the
federal Government to~ enter into eaperiments with any
province for the protection, development, or utilization
of forestry resources . IInder this Act, the federal
Government has already concluded agreements with eight
of. the ten provinces and considerable sums of money have
been spent to assist them in completing and maintaining
their forest inventories and in the reforestation of
provincially-owned lands . This forest inventory is neces-
sary before reforestation can be planned, and before soil
conservation, flood control, wild life cover and other
projects can be undertaken .

,. Another smaller and very sueeessful project in
forestry conservation, which I might mention, is the
agreement entered into with the province of New Brunswic k
and private industry whereby the federal Government is
contributing to the oost of terminating the spruce bud-
worm menace to the pulp-producing trees of that province .

The Canada Water Conservation Assistance Act passed
at the last session of Parliament, gives the federal
Government authority to grant financial assistance to
provincial governments for the construction of major
water conservation projects . Representations received for
assistance under this legislation aie now being studied
carefully to see h,ow the Government can best use the funds
authorized to be spent in this way .

A very great part of the work for which my colleague,
the Minister of Fisheries is responsible has to do with
conservation . Extensive research is being carried on
continuously in his department to enable Canadians to und er-,
stand and to exploit to best advantage the harvests o f
our inland and coastal waters . One ezample of the govern-
ment's activity in the inland fisheries field is the
exploitation of the Great Slave Lake fish supply . Federal
Government scientists studied the fish resources of this
huge inland body of water before commercial exploitation
began, and set a quota which would ensure the permanenc y
of this important source of supply of trout and white fish .
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Another imaginative project is the clearing o f the :
Babine River slide in British Columbia . This tributary
of the Skeena River was blocked by a slide . ot . rocks and
dirt not long ago, with the result that the salmon more
unable to swim up it to their spawning grounds . The,
federal Government -undefrtook to have the bed cleared again .
At a cost . of. nearly a mil liQn• dollars, the damage-was
repaired ; and I. am told that ,tha .aumber~ -oP ealmon - .which
went up laet year was greater than .ever bet'oye .

We have signed several international , agreement s
: f or the aonservation o f, ocean fieheries . Under one such
agreement, the federal Government j oined with .tnany other .
governments whose fishermen share the : fish harvest , of the
North Atlantic, in a Fisheries -Convention to assure the
permanence of the Grand Banks f i9h - eupply .-O, On,the .Paoi?ic
anothor treaty between -Canada, the United States and dapan
makes,provision against the intr usion of foreign fishing
vessels in waters over which Canada exercises conservation
measures .

I could go on, . for in every department .of the
: federal Government çoncer.ued with scientific research and -
national resotiroes, oQnservation is the watchword ._ Con-
sider, for example, the conservation - aspeat or the develop-
. ment of atomic energy . As you ►-my have heard, studies .
are now being made of - the econoqLi.oe ;of produoing ,eleotkioal
power from atomio energy and .iA .due course plants wi1l ' be
erected in-Canada for this purpose . 1 .J t is highly•unlikely
that atomic plants will replace hydro -elootrj o.plants but
think of-the contribution that .Yill - be * made by atomi c
:energy to ensuri,ag a better geogrvphical:distribution of
electric power . Although, as 3~ have already said ,, it is
true that only about one-quarter of .our hydro-eleotrio
potential in now utilized, it is .nevertheless now neoessary
to supplement . hydro-power with ateam plante . i4 various
parts of the country . In other words we cannot affor d
to be complacent about our sources of energy . We must
conserve them and ever be on the alert to find new economic
sources of power .

Conservation has two aspects . First there must be
an accurate estimate of the national resources which are
to be conserved . Second comes the task of ensurin g
that the renewable resources are not depleted at a faster
rate than they can be replenished .

I need hardly tell you that consersration requires
never ending effort . It will be a'long time before we in
Canada know with a sufficiently high degree of accuracy
the extent of our fenewable natural resources and what
they are capable of producing . - My guess in that we shall
always be learning something new . . As for ensuring that
these renewable resources are not depleted at a faster
rate than they can be replenished, in this we are .only at
the beginning. -

* .

Think of the progress within a generation in methods
,of cultivating the soil and of applying fertilizers ,
particularly in semi-arid areaé . Think of the recent
progress in control of disease in trees and in cultivated
plants . Think of the vast engineering works undertaken
in our lifetime to conserve and use water power .
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Why this recent progress in the application of
the principles of conservation? The answer is obvious .
As population grows and standards of living rise, it
becomes ever more important to ensure continuous production,
and population and standards of living have been rising
more rapidly than ever before .

Conservation therefore has become not only _a matter
of protecting future generations but of ensuring continuing
progress in our own t ime . The federal Government is fully
aware of,this fact and that is why it has stepped up its
rate of activity in conservation matters .

In closing, may I express the hope that Your
gathering has been productive of plans and ideas that
will stimulate pffcirts•leading to the speeding up of con-
servation projebts and more intensive efforts to bring
about the results we all desire .

3/A


